
 

Get into groups of 3-5 members. Select one question and write an outline or full essay. If writing an outline, 
have clear WHAT, HOW, WHY (Concern) and WHY (Link) labels. Share your work. !

Consult your tutor in a group to discuss: (i) methods, concerns and links that you covered as well as those 
you may have missed; (ii) essay structure and thesis construction. We will start by reading every essay or 

outline in a circle, after which I will provide some comments and you will ask more questions. !
Sharing is caring but in Literature, sharing your personal response and analysis is everything. You each see 

things differently, so reading each other’s work will keep the brain alive. It is also important that you amass 
resources in this crucial revision stage; the more, the merrier.

Literature Paper One 

REVISION  
ROUNDTABLE



JC2 REVISION ROUNDTABLE 
THE AGE OF INNOCENCE !

PAST YEAR QUESTIONS 
In the specimen paper given to us in 2011, the essay question was on New York as a ‘world in which 
nothing was private’ and the passage was on the use of setting (Ellen’s Bohemian quarter) in Ch 9. In the 
2013 paper, your seniors faced an essay question on the novel being ‘more concerned with social change 
than stability’ and a passage from Ch 6 on ‘the effects of social convention’. !!
QUESTION SPOTTING 
We have reason to suspect that both the essay and passage-based questions should shift to characters, 
particularly the portrayal of May Welland (thus far ignored) and Ellen Olenska. Archer’s growth was 
arguably embedded in the two previous PBQs, but might see a more obvious turn in the essay question. 
They would be mighty cruel to test you on the very minor characters in the novel. !
We can speculate that this year’s PBQ is more likely to be drawn from Book Two (including the Ch 21 
PBQ in Ms. Teo’s lecture). There is still a good chance that the second half of Book One (Ch 10-18) 
might get the airtime, so we should also look at Ch 15-16. Ch 26 (included here) and Ch 33 are notable 
‘dinner conversations’ where the narrator comments on the social code. Ch 30 significantly presents to 
us a portrayal of both May and Archer, particularly the latter’s morbid yearning for May’s ‘death’ in 
response to his own metaphorical suffocation in the Pompeiian vestibule. !
Your 2013 JC1 Promo (Ellen Olenska’s role and significance and Ch 19 passage on social form) and 
2014 JC2 Prelim questions (Old New York as an ‘unforgiving machine where individual sentiments are 
ignored’) are worth revisiting but have not been included here. !!
QUESTIONS 
1. ‘Newland Archer never truly gives up on his aspirations.’ 

How far do you agree with this comment? !
2. ‘...she had represented peace, stability, comradeship, and the steadying sense of an unescapable 

duty.’ (Ch 21) Discuss the role and presentation of May Welland in the light of this comment. !
3. ‘Wharton uses Countess Olenska’s story as a means of social commentary.’ 

How far and in what ways do you agree with this comment? !
4. ‘The women in the novel are docile creatures moulded by convention.’ 

How far do you agree with this comment? 



5. Write a critical commentary on the passage, relating it to the significance of literature here and 
elsewhere in the novel. !
Madame Olenska, in a burst of irritation, had said to Archer that he and she did not 

talk the same language; and the young man knew that in some respects this was true. 
But Beaufort understood every turn of her dialect, and spoke it fluently: his view of life, his 
tone, his attitude, were merely a coarser reflection of those revealed in Count Olenski’s 
letter. This might seem to be to his disadvantage with Count Olenski’s wife; but Archer was 
too intelligent to think that a young woman like Ellen Olenska would necessarily recoil from 
everything that reminded her of her past. She might believe herself wholly in revolt against 
it; but what had charmed her in it would still charm her, even though it were against her will. !

Thus, with a painful impartiality, did the young man make out the case for Beaufort, 
and for Beaufort's victim. A longing to enlighten her was strong in him; and there were 
moments when he imagined that all she asked was to be enlightened. !

That evening he unpacked his books from London. The box was full of things he had 
been waiting for impatiently; a new volume of Herbert Spencer, another collection of the 
prolific Alphonse Daudet's brilliant tales, and a novel called ‘Middlemarch,’ as to which 
there had lately been interesting things said in the reviews. He had declined three dinner 
invitations in favour of this feast; but though he turned the pages with the sensuous joy of 
the book-lover, he did not know what he was reading, and one book after another dropped 
from his hand. Suddenly, among them, he lit on a small volume of verse which he had 
ordered because the name had attracted him: ‘The House of Life.’ He took it up, and found 
himself plunged in an atmosphere unlike any he had ever breathed in books; so warm, so 
rich, and yet so ineffably tender, that it gave a new and haunting beauty to the most 
elementary of human passions. All through the night he pursued through those enchanted 
pages the vision of a woman who had the face of Ellen Olenska; but when he woke the 
next morning, and looked out at the brownstone houses across the street, and thought of 
his desk in Mr. Letterblair's office, and the family pew in Grace Church, his hour in the park 
of Skuytercliff became as far outside the pale of probability as the visions of the night. !

"Mercy, how pale you look, Newland!" Janey commented over the coffee-cups at 
breakfast; and his mother added: "Newland, dear, I've noticed lately that you've been 
coughing; I do hope you're not letting yourself be overworked?" For it was the conviction of 
both ladies that, under the iron despotism of his senior partners, the young man's life was 
spent in the most exhausting professional labours—and he had never thought it necessary 
to undeceive them. !

The next two or three days dragged by heavily. The taste of the usual was like cinders 
in his mouth, and there were moments when he felt as if he were being buried alive under 
his future. He heard nothing of the Countess Olenska, or of the perfect little house, and 
though he met Beaufort at the club they merely nodded at each other across the whist-
tables. It was not till the fourth evening that he found a note awaiting him on his return 
home. ‘Come late tomorrow: I must explain to you. Ellen.’ These were the only words it 
contained. !

The young man, who was dining out, thrust the note into his pocket, smiling a little at 
the Frenchness of the "to you." After dinner he went to a play; and it was not until his return 
home, after midnight, that he drew Madame Olenska's missive out again and re-read it 
slowly a number of times. There were several ways of answering it, and he gave 
considerable thought to each one during the watches of an agitated night. That on which, 
when morning came, he finally decided was to pitch some clothes into a portmanteau and 
jump on board a boat that was leaving that very afternoon for St. Augustine. (Ch 15, p112)
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6. Write a critical commentary on the passage, considering the presentation of the social code and 
conventions here and elsewhere in the novel. !
It was thus, Archer reflected, that New York managed its transitions: conspiring to 

ignore them till they were well over, and then, in all good faith, imagining that they had 
taken place in a preceding age. There was always a traitor in the citadel; and after he (or 
generally she) had surrendered the keys, what was the use of pretending that it was 
impregnable? Once people had tasted of Mrs. Struthers's easy Sunday hospitality they 
were not likely to sit at home remembering that her champagne was transmuted Shoe-
Polish. !

‘I know, dear, I know,’ Mrs. Archer sighed. ‘Such things have to be, I suppose, as long 
as amusement is what people go out for; but I've never quite forgiven your cousin Madame 
Olenska for being the first person to countenance Mrs. Struthers.’!

A sudden blush rose to young Mrs. Archer's face; it surprised her husband as much as 
the other guests about the table. ‘Oh, Ellen—’ she murmured, much in the same accusing 
and yet deprecating tone in which her parents might have said: ‘Oh, the Blenkers—.’ !

It was the note which the family had taken to sounding on the mention of the Countess 
Olenska's name, since she had surprised and inconvenienced them by remaining obdurate 
to her husband's advances; but on May's lips it gave food for thought, and Archer looked at 
her with the sense of strangeness that sometimes came over him when she was most in 
the tone of her environment. !

His mother, with less than her usual sensitiveness to atmosphere, still insisted: ‘I've 
always thought that people like the Countess Olenska, who have lived in aristocratic 
societies, ought to help us to keep up our social distinctions, instead of ignoring them.’ !

May's blush remained permanently vivid: it seemed to have a significance beyond that 
implied by the recognition of Madame Olenska's social bad faith. !

‘I've no doubt we all seem alike to foreigners,’ said Miss Jackson tartly. !
‘I don't think Ellen cares for society; but nobody knows exactly what she does care for,’ 

May continued, as if she had been groping for something noncommittal. !
‘Ah, well—’ Mrs. Archer sighed again. !
Everybody knew that the Countess Olenska was no longer in the good graces of her 

family. Even her devoted champion, old Mrs. Manson Mingott, had been unable to defend 
her refusal to return to her husband. The Mingotts had not proclaimed their disapproval 
aloud: their sense of solidarity was too strong. They had simply, as Mrs. Welland said, ‘let 
poor Ellen find her own level’—and that, mortifyingly and incomprehensibly, was in the dim 
depths where the Blenkers prevailed, and ‘people who wrote’ celebrated their untidy rites. 
It was incredible, but it was a fact, that Ellen, in spite of all her opportunities and her 
privileges, had become simply ‘Bohemian.’ The fact enforced the contention that she had 
made a fatal mistake in not returning to Count Olenski. After all, a young woman's place 
was under her husband's roof, especially when she had left it in circumstances that ... 
well ... if one had cared to look into them ... !

‘Madame Olenska is a great favourite with the gentlemen,’ said Miss Sophy, with her 
air of wishing to put forth something conciliatory when she knew that she was planting 
a dart. !

‘Ah, that's the danger that a young woman like Madame Olenska is always exposed 
to,’ Mrs. Archer mournfully agreed; and the ladies, on this conclusion, gathered up their 
trains to seek the carcel globes of the drawing-room, while Archer and Mr. Sillerton 
Jackson withdrew to the Gothic library. (Ch 26, p213)
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7. Write a critical commentary on the passage, relating it to the importance of death and suffocation 
here and elsewhere in the novel. !
She was so placed that Archer, by merely raising his eyes, could see her bent above 

her work-frame, her ruffled elbow-sleeves slipping back from her firm round arms, the 
betrothal sapphire shining on her left hand above her broad gold wedding-ring, and the 
right hand slowly and laboriously stabbing the canvas. As she sat thus, the lamplight full on 
her clear brow, he said to himself with a secret dismay that he would always know the 
thoughts behind it, that never, in all the years to come, would she surprise him by an 
unexpected mood, by a new idea, a weakness, a cruelty or an emotion. She had spent her 
poetry and romance on their short courting: the function was exhausted because the need 
was past. Now she was simply ripening into a copy of her mother, and mysteriously, by 
the very process, trying to turn him into a Mr. Welland. He laid down his book and stood up 
impatiently; and at once she raised her head. !

‘What's the matter?’!
‘The room is stifling: I want a little air.’!
He had insisted that the library curtains should draw backward and forward on a rod, 

so that they might be closed in the evening, instead of remaining nailed to a gilt cornice, 
and immovably looped up over layers of lace, as in the drawing-room; and he pulled them 
back and pushed up the sash, leaning out into the icy night. The mere fact of not looking 
at May, seated beside his table, under his lamp, the fact of seeing other houses, roofs, 
chimneys, of getting the sense of other lives outside his own, other cities beyond New 
York, and a whole world beyond his world, cleared his brain and made it easier to 
breathe. !

After he had leaned out into the darkness for a few minutes he heard her say: 
‘Newland! Do shut the window. You'll catch your death.’!

He pulled the sash down and turned back. ‘Catch my death!’ he echoed; and he felt 
like adding: "But I've caught it already. I am dead—I've been dead for months and 
months." !

And suddenly the play of the word flashed up a wild suggestion. What if it were she 
who was dead! If she were going to die—to die soon—and leave him free! The sensation 
of standing there, in that warm familiar room, and looking at her, and wishing her dead, 
was so strange, so fascinating and overmastering, that its enormity did not immediately 
strike him. He simply felt that chance had given him a new possibility to which his sick soul 
might cling. Yes, May might die—people did: young people, healthy people like herself: she 
might die, and set him suddenly free. !

She glanced up, and he saw by her widening eyes that there must be something 
strange in his own. !

‘Newland! Are you ill?’!
He shook his head and turned toward his arm-chair. She bent over her work-frame, 

and as he passed he laid his hand on her hair. ‘Poor May!’ he said. !
‘Poor? Why poor?’ she echoed with a strained laugh. !
‘Because I shall never be able to open a window without worrying you,’ he rejoined, 

laughing also. !
For a moment she was silent; then she said very low, her head bowed over her work: ‘I 

shall never worry if you're happy." !
‘Ah, my dear; and I shall never be happy unless I can open the windows!’!
‘In this weather?" she remonstrated; and with a sigh he buried his head in his book.!
(Ch 30, p243)
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8. Write a critical commentary on the passage, relating it to the role and presentation of May Welland 
here and elsewhere in the novel. !
She dropped back into her seat and went on: “You mustn't think that a girl knows as 

little as her parents imagine. One hears and one notices—one has one's feelings and 
ideas. And of course, long before you told me that you cared for me, I'd known that there 
was some one else you were interested in; every one was talking about it two years ago at 
Newport. And once I saw you sitting together on the verandah at a dance—and when she 
came back into the house her face was sad, and I felt sorry for her; I remembered it 
afterward, when we were engaged.”!

Her voice had sunk almost to a whisper, and she sat clasping and unclasping her 
hands about the handle of her sunshade. The young man laid his upon them with a gentle 
pressure; his heart dilated with an inexpressible relief.!

“My dear child—was that it? If you only knew the truth!”!
She raised her head quickly. “Then there is a truth I don't know?”!
He kept his hand over hers. “I meant, the truth about the old story you speak of.”!
“But that's what I want to know, Newland—what I ought to know. I couldn't have my 

happiness made out of a wrong—an unfairness—to somebody else. And I want to believe 
that it would be the same with you. What sort of a life could we build on such foundations?”!

Her face had taken on a look of such tragic courage that he felt like bowing himself 
down at her feet. “I've wanted to say this for a long time,” she went on. “I've wanted to tell 
you that, when two people really love each other, I understand that there may be 
situations which make it right that they should—should go against public opinion. And if you 
feel yourself in any way pledged... pledged to the person we've spoken of... and if there is 
any way... any way in which you can fulfill your pledge... even by her getting a divorce... 
Newland, don't give her up because of me!”!

His surprise at discovering that her fears had fastened upon an episode so remote and 
so completely of the past as his love-affair with Mrs. Thorley Rushworth gave way to 
wonder at the generosity of her view. There was something superhuman in an attitude so 
recklessly unorthodox, and if other problems had not pressed on him he would have 
been lost in wonder at the prodigy of the Wellands' daughter urging him to marry his former 
mistress. But he was still dizzy with the glimpse of the precipice they had skirted, and full 
of a new awe at the mystery of young-girlhood.!

For a moment he could not speak; then he said: “There is no pledge—no obligation 
whatever—of the kind you think. Such cases don't always—present themselves quite as 
simply as... But that's no matter... I love your generosity, because I feel as you do about 
those things... I feel that each case must be judged individually, on its own merits... 
irrespective of stupid conventionalities... I mean, each woman's right to her liberty—” He 
pulled himself up, startled by the turn his thoughts had taken, and went on, looking at her 
with a smile: “Since you understand so many things, dearest, can't you go a little farther, 
and understand the uselessness of our submitting to another form of the same foolish 
conventionalities? If there's no one and nothing between us, isn't that an argument for 
marrying quickly, rather than for more delay?”!

She flushed with joy and lifted her face to his; as he bent to it he saw that her eyes 
were full of happy tears. But in another moment she seemed to have descended from her 
womanly eminence to helpless and timorous girlhood; and he understood that her 
courage and initiative were all for others, and that she had none for herself. It was evident 
that the effort of speaking had been much greater than her studied composure betrayed, 
and that at his first word of reassurance she had dropped back into the usual, as a too-
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adventurous child takes refuge in its mother's arms.!
Archer had no heart to go on pleading with her; he was too much disappointed at the 

vanishing of the new being who had cast that one deep look at him from her transparent 
eyes. May seemed to be aware of his disappointment, but without knowing how to alleviate 
it; and they stood up and walked silently home. (Ch 16, p121)
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JC2 REVISION ROUNDTABLE 
ALL MY SONS !

PAST YEAR QUESTIONS 
The two essay questions from the Specimen paper and the 2013 ‘A’ Level paper proposed that ‘Chris 
has every reason to feel as guilty as his father’ and ‘Joe never recognises the consequences of his 
actions’. The two passages chosen thus far both feature Mother and Ann at two different points in Act 
One. The Mother-Ann extract in Act Three we examined during lecture is thus unlikely. There is 
however no reason to eliminate Act One. !!
QUESTION SPOTTING 
Given that the two essay questions both adopt a character-trigger, we can mainly look towards concern-
trigger questions. In addition to the list below, the 2014 JC2 Mid-Year Exam question - The Kellers as 
‘victims of the American Dream’ and the 2014 JC2 Prelim question (which is very general) are both 
worth revisiting. We might consider Kate Keller (2013 JC2 Mid-Year) as a ‘safety’ in case another 
character question pops up. We have covered George / Ann Deever and Jim / Sue Bayliss in class. For 
the 2014 JC2 Prelim, we chose the very general prompt of ‘divided loyalties’ which allowed you to 
study internal dilemmas (Chris being conflicted about his loyalties) as well as divisions within the Keller 
family. You might expect something unforeseen or highly open to interpretation as well. !
For the passage-based question, we can focus more on extracts featuring Chris-Keller and maybe 
Keller-Mother. Passages featuring the other minor characters — Jim, Sue and George — are outside 
chances that should not be ignored (Sue-Ann in Act Two, George-Keller in Act Two, Jim-Mother at the 
start of Act Three). We have for the 2014 JC2 Mid-Year and Prelim PBQs chosen passages centred on 
the Keller-Mother relationship. !!
QUESTIONS 
1. ‘Don’t you have a country? Don’t you live in the world?’ (Act Two)  

Discuss Miller’s presentation of social responsibility in the play. (2013 CJC JC2 Prelim) !
2. ‘We all come back, Kate. These private little revolutions always die. The compromise is always 

made.’ (Act 3) How far do you think the play reflects Jim’s comment? !
3. ‘Miller is concerned with the destructiveness of self-interest and unrelatedness.’ 

How far is this a helpful comment in your reading of the play? !
4. Discuss the presentation of guilt and denial in the play. !!



5. Write a critical commentary on the passage, relating it to the portrayal of the relationship between 
Joe and Chris Keller here and elsewhere in the play. (2013 CJC JC2 Mid-Year Exam) !
Chris:!
Keller:!!!!
Chris:!!!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!!
Chris:!!!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!!
Chris:!!!
Keller:!!!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!!!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!!!!
Keller:!!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:

She’s not Larry’s girl.!
From Mother’s point of view he is not dead and you have no right to take his 
girl. (Slight pause.) Now you can go on from there if you know where to go, 
but I'm tellin’ you I don't know where to go. See? I don’t know.  Now what can I 
do for you?!
I don't know why it is, but every time I reach out for something I want, I have to 
pull back because other people will suffer.  My whole bloody life, time after 
time after time.!
You’re a considerate fella, there’s nothing wrong in that.!
To hell with that.!
Did you ask Annie yet?!
I wanted to get this settled first.!
How do you know she’ll marry you? Maybe she feels the same way Mother 
does?!
Well, if she does, then that’s the end of it. From her letters I think she’s 
forgotten him. I’ll find out. And then we’ll thrash it out with Mother?  Right? 
Dad, don’t avoid me.!
The trouble is, you don't see enough women. You never did.!
So what? I'm not fast with women.!
I don’t see why it has to be Annie.!
Because it is.!
That’s a good answer, but it don’t answer anything. You haven’t seen her 
since you went to war. It’s five years.!
I can’t help it. I know her best. I was brought up next door to her.  These years 
when I think of someone for my wife, I think of Annie. What do you want, a 
diagram?!
I don't want a diagram... I – I'm – She thinks he's coming back Chris. You 
marry that girl and you’re pronouncing him dead. Now what's going to happen 
to Mother? Do you know? I don't! (Pause.)!
All right, then, Dad.!
(thinking Chris has retreated) Give it some more thought.!
I've given it three years of thought. I'd hoped that if I waited, Mother would 
forget Larry and then we’d have a regular wedding and everything happy. But 
if that can’t happen here, then I’ll have to get out.!
What the hell is this?!
I’ll get out. I’ll get married and live some place else. Maybe in New York.!
Are you crazy?!
I’ve been a good son too long, a good sucker. I’m through with it.!
You've got a business here, what the hell is this?!
The business! The business doesn't inspire me.!
Must you be inspired?!
Yes. I like it an hour a day. If I have to grub for money all day long at least at 
evening I want it beautiful. I want a family, I want some kids, I want to build 
something that I can give myself to. Annie is in the middle of that. Now... 
where do I find it?!
You mean – (goes to him) Tell me something, you mean you'd leave the 
business?!
Yes. On this I would.!
(after a pause) Well... you don't want to think like that.!
Then help me stay here.
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Keller:!!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:

All right, but – but don't think like that. Because what the hell did I work for? 
That's only for you, Chris, the whole shootin’ match is for you!!
I know that, Dad. Just you help me stay here.!
(putting a fist up to Chris’s jaw) But don't think that way, you hear me?!
I am thinking that way.!
(lowering his hand) I don't understand you, do I?!
No, you don’t. I'm a pretty tough guy.!
Yeah, I can see that.!!

Act One

55



6. Write a critical commentary on the passage, relating it to the presentation of Joe Keller here and 
elsewhere in the play. (2013 CJC JC2 Prelim) !
Keller:!
Ann:!
Keller:!!!
Ann:!
Keller:!!!!
Chris:!
Keller:!!!!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Ann:!
Keller:!!!!
Ann:!
Keller:!!!!!!
Ann:!
Keller:!
Ann:!
Keller:!!!!
Ann:!
Keller:!!!!
Ann:!
Keller:!
Chris:!!!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:

Well, somebody's got to make a living.!
(as they laugh) That's telling him.!
I don’t know, everybody’s getting’ so goddam educated in this country there’ll 
be nobody to take away the garbage. (They laugh) It's gettin' so the only dumb 
ones left are the bosses.!
You're not so dumb, Joe.!
I know, but you go into our plant, for instance. I got so many lieutenants, 
majors and colonels that I'm ashamed to ask somebody to sweep the floor. I 
gotta be careful I'll insult somebody. No kiddin’. It’s a tragedy: you stand on the 
street today and spit, you’re gonna hit a college man.!
Well, don't spit.!
(breaks the apple in half, passing it to Ann and Chris) I mean to say, it’s comin’ 
to a pass. (He takes a breath) I been thinkin’, Annie... your brother, George. I 
been thinkin’ about your brother George. When he comes I like you to brooch 
something to him.!
Broach.!
What's the matter with brooch?!
(smiling) It's not English.!
When I went to night school it was brooch.!
(laughing) Well, in day school it's broach.!
Don't surround me, will you? Seriously, Ann... You say he’s not well. George, I 
been thinkin’, why should he knock himself out in New York with that cut-throat 
competition, when I got so many friends here... I’m very friendly with some big 
lawyers in town. I could set George up here.!
That’s awfully nice of you, Joe.!
No, kid, it ain’t nice of me. I want you to understand me. I'm thinking of Chris. 
(Slight panic.) See... this is what I mean. You get older, you want to feel that 
you – accomplished something. My only accomplishment is my son. I ain’t 
brainy. That’s all I accomplished. Now, a year, eighteen months, your father’ll 
be a free man. Who is he going to come to, Annie? His baby. You. He'll come, 
old, mad, into your house.!
That can’t matter any more, Joe.!
I don’t what that to come between us. (Gestures between Chris and himself.)!
I can only tell you that that could never happen.!
You’re in love now, Annie, but believe me, I'm older than you and I know – a 
daughter is a daughter, and a father is a father.  And it could happen. (He 
pauses.) I like you and George to go to him in prison and tell him... ‘Dad, Joe 
wants to bring you into the business when you get out.’!
(surprised, even shocked) You'd have him as a partner?!
No, no partner. A good job. (Pause. He sees she is shocked, a little mystified. 
He gets up, speaks more nervously.) I want him to know that when he gets out 
he’s got a place waitin’ for him. It’ll take his bitterness away. To know you got a 
place… it sweetens you.!
Joe, you owe him nothing.!
I owe him a good kick in the teeth, but he’s your father.!
Then kick him in the teeth! I don’t want him in the plant, so that's that! You 
understand? And besides, don't talk about him like that.  People 
misunderstand you!!
And I don't understand why she has to crucify the man.!
Well, it's her father if she feels –!
No, no.!
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!
Chris:!
Keller:!!!!
Ann:

!
(almost angrily) What's it to you? Why – ?!
(commanding outburst in high nervousness) A father is a father! (As though 
the outburst had revealed him, he looks about, wanting to retract it. His hand 
goes to his cheek.) I better – I better shave. (He turns and a smile is on his 
face, to Ann.) I didn't mean to yell at you, Annie.!
Let's forget the whole thing, Joe.!!

Act Two
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7. Write a critical commentary on the passage, considering the divisions within the Keller family here 
and elsewhere in the play. !
Chris:!!
Mother:!
Chris:!
Mother:!
Chris:!
Mother:!
Chris:!
Mother:!
Keller:!
Mother:!
Keller:!!!
Mother:!!
Chris:!
Mother:!
Chris:!
Mother:!
Chris:!
Mother:!
Chris:!
Mother:!
Chris:!
Mother:!!
Keller:!
Mother:!!!!!
Keller:!!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!!
Keller:!!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!
Keller:!!
Chris:

(turning to his mother) What do you mean you packed her bag? How dare you 
pack her bag?!
Chris —!
How dare you pack her bag? !
She doesn't belong here.!
Then I don't belong here.!
She's Larry's girl.!
And I'm his brother and he's dead, and I'm marrying his girl.!
Never, never in this world!!
You lost your mind?!
You have nothing to say!!
(cruelly) I got plenty to say. Three and a half years you been talking like a 
maniac —!
Mother smashes him across the face.!
Nothing. You have nothing to say. Now I say. He's coming back, and 
everybody has got to wait.!
Mother, Mother —!
Wait, wait —!
How long? How long?!
(rolling out of her) Till he comes. Forever and ever till he comes!!
(as an ultimatum) Mother, I'm going ahead with it.!
Chris, I've never said no to you in my life, now I say no!!
You'll never let him go till I do it.!
I'll never let him go and you'll never let him go!!
I've let him go. I've let him go a long —!
(with no less force, but turning from him) Then let your father go. (Pause. 
Chris stands transfixed)!
She's out of her mind.!
Altogether! (To Chris, but not facing them) Your brother's alive, darling, 
because if he's dead, your father killed him. Do you understand me now? As 
long as you live, that boy is alive. God does not let a son be killed by his 
father. Now you see, don't you? Now you see. (Beyond control, she hurries up 
and into the house)!
(Chris has not moved. He speaks insinuatingly, questioningly) She's out of her 
mind.!
(in a broken whisper) Then... you did it?!
(with the beginning of plea in his voice) He never flew a P-40 —!
(struck. Deadly) But the others.!
(insistently) She's out of her mind. (He takes a step toward Chris, pleadingly.)!
(unyielding) Dad... you did it?!
He never flew a P-40, what's the matter with you?!
(still asking, and saying) Then you did it. To the others.!
Both hold their voices down.!
(afraid of him, his deadly insistence) What's the matter with you? What the hell 
is the matter with you?!
(quietly, incredibly) How could you do that? how?!
What's the matter with you!!
Dad... Dad, you killed twenty one men!!
What, killed?!
You killed them, you murdered them.!
(as though throwing his whole nature open before Chris) How could I kill 
anybody?!
Dad! Dad!
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!
Keller:!
Chris:

!
(trying to hush him) I didn't kill anybody!!
Then explain it to me. What did you do? Explain it to me or I'll tear you to 
pieces!
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8. Write a critical commentary on the passage, relating it to the dramatisation of the conflict between 
Joe and Chris Keller here and elsewhere in the play. ! !
Keller:!
Chris:!!
Keller:!!
Chris:!
Keller:!!!!!
Chris:!
Keller:!!!!!!!!!
Chris:!
Keller:!
Chris:!!!!!!
Mother:!
Ann:!!
Keller:!
Mother:!
Keller:!
Mother:!!!
Chris:!!
Keller:!
Chris:

Keller enters from house. Chris sees him, goes down near arbor.!
What's the matter with you? I want to talk to you!!
(pulling violently away from him) Don't do that, Dad. I'm going to hurt you if 
you do that. There's nothing to say so say it quick.!
Exactly what's the matter? what's the matter? You got too much money? Is 
that what bothers you?!
(with an edge of sarcasm) It bothers me.!
If you can’t get used to it, then throw it away. You hear me? Take every cent 
and give it to charity, throw it in the sewer. Does that settle it? In the sewer, 
that's all. You think I'm kidding? I'm tellin' you to do it, if it's dirty then burn it. 
It's your money, that's not my money. I'm a dead man, I’m an old dead man, 
nothing’s mine. Well, talk to me! What do you want to do.!
It’s not what I want to do. It's what you want to do.!
What should I do? (Chris is silent) Jail? You want me to go to jail? If you want 
me to go, say so! Is that where I belong? Then tell me so! (Slight pause) 
What's the matter, why can't you tell me? (Furiously) You say everything else 
to me, say that! (Slight pause) I'll tell you why you can't say it. Because you 
know I don't belong there. Because you know! (with growing emphasis and 
passion, and a persistent tone of desperation) Who worked for nothin' in that 
war? When they ship a gun or a truck outa Detroit before they got their price? 
Is that clean? It’s dollars and cents, nickels and dimes; war and peace, it’s 
nickels and dimes, what's clean? Half the goddam country is gotta go if I go! 
That's why you can't tell me.!
That's exactly why.!
Then... Why am I bad?!
I know you're no worse than most men but I thought you were better. I never 
saw you as a man. I saw you as my father. (Almost breaking) I can't look at 
you this way, I can't look at myself!!
He turns away, unable to face Keller. Ann goes quickly to Mother, takes letter 
from her and starts for Chris. Mother instantly rushes to intercept her.!
Give me that!!
He's going to read it! (She thrusts letter into Chris's hand) Larry. He wrote it to 
me the day he died.!
Larry!!
Chris, it’s not for you. (he starts to read) Joe... go away...!
(mystified, frightened) Why'd she say, Larry, what...?!
(desperately pushes him toward alley, glancing at Chris) Go to the street, Joe, 
go to the street! (she comes down beside Keller) Don’t, Chris... (pleading with 
her whole soul) Don’t tell him.!
(quietly) Three and one half years... talking, talking. Now you tell me what you 
must do... This is how he died, now tell me where you belong.!
(pleading) Chris, a man can't be a Jesus in this world!!
I know all about the world. I know the whole crap story. Now listen to this, and 
tell me what a man's got to be! (Reads:) “My dear Ann: …”, you listening? He 
wrote this the day he died. Listen, don’t cry.... Listen! “My Dear Ann: it is 
impossible to put down the things I feel. But I've got to tell you something. 
Yesterday they flew in a load of papers from the States and I read about Dad 
and your father being convicted. I can't express myself. I can’t tell you how I 
feel — I can’t bear to live any more. Last night I circled the base for twenty 
minutes before I could bring myself in. How could he have done that? Every 
day three or four men never come back and he sits back there doing 
'business'.... I don’t know how to tell you what I feel.... I can’t face anybody...
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Mother:!
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Keller:

!
I'm going out on a mission in a few minutes. They’ll probably report me as 
missing.  If they do, I want you to know that you mustn’t wait for me. I tell you, 
Ann, if I had him there now I could kill him…" (Keller grabs the letter from 
Chris's hand and reads it. After a long pause) Now blame the world. Do you 
understand that letter?!
(speaking almost inaudibly) I think I do. Get the car. I’ll put on my jacket. (He 
turns and starts slowly for the house. Mother rushes to intercept him)!
Why are you going? You'll sleep, why are you going?!
I can't sleep here. I'll feel better if I go.!
You're so foolish. Larry was your son too, wasn't he? You know he'd never tell 
you to do this.!
(looking at letter in his hand) Then what is this if it isn't telling me? Sure, he 
was my son. But I think to him they were all my sons. And I guess they were, I 
guess they were. I'll be right down. (Exits into house)! !

Act Three
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